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Our commitment and activities so far

- We organize since many years annually a Regional CISM Tournament in Parachuting disciplines
- We rotate every year the two disciplines Accuracy and Formation Skydiving (FS)
- Bi-yearly an accuracy CISM regional competition in which we rotate drop zones in various parts of Switzerland
- Bi-yearly an FS competition, last year the first time In-and Out-Door (Wind-channel and Pilatus Porter)
This year announcements

• Originally we planned to have the CISM Regional Tournament in Accuracy 9th -12th of August. Given the CISM Hungary announcement last year we postponed to Sept 24th until 27th 2018 the days before “Yellow Target WPCS”, World Cup Final in Locarno

• Due to unforeseen capacity constraints we now have to cancel this year`s Accuracy competition

• However we will organise the same dates, Sept 23rd until 27th a “Juniors specific base camp” combined with a one day Juniors competition
“Yellow Target Juniors Camp”

Sept 24th until 27th in Buochs

- **Base camp for CISM Juniors**
  - Base camp with integrated one day competition in accuracy jumping, target date most likely Wednesday 26th of Sept, Airport of Buochs (Central Part of Switzerland), along CISM rules

- **Casern of Stans, near Military airport**
  - In order to have more flexibility we move the base camp from Locarno to Buochs (central part of Switzerland);
  - the base camp participants will move on Thursday to Locarno

- **International coaches:**
  - Guiseppe Tresoldi, Paolo Filippini, most likely Vittorio Guarinelli
  - Still open: confirmation by Jimmy Hayhurst

- **Side note:**
  - Integrated into this camp is a country specific invitation for the Italian and Austrian team (particular 3 country training camp with no age limit)
Objective of the base camp «Yellow target Juniors Camp»

- Build the future champion generation
- Share experiences on various aspects of practising and competing (live time learning)
- Bonding amongst the future champion generation
- Learn by various champions (old foxes)
- Foster open learning culture
FS 2019 - Indoor- & Outdoor

Next year competition in Switzerland 2nd -6th of July 2019

• Same concept as 2017 in Sion, where we had the first CISM Indoor & Outdoor FS
• 2019 date: 2nd -6th of July 2019 Indoor & Outdoor FS competition
• Either in Sion or in Winterthur (near Zurich), Switzerland
Further Information

For further information please refer either to

- Lt Col Hess Christian:  Christian.Hess@vtg.admin.ch
  or
- Lt Col Baumann Hans-Jörg:  h.j.baumann@bluewin.ch
Future Generation last years comments
International junior camp “Yellow Target”

• ….. Primarily, it is all about exchanging experiences amongst young talented jumpers and different highly qualified international coaches.
• …the “YT Juniors Camp” brings together young jumpers from different countries and on a platform to enable networking, exchange of experiences and fostering of new friendships…..
• …..The coaches do not favor any proper technique, but rather give the jumpers inputs to their jumps and form a discussion base for finding solutions by an open thinking architecture...
• …..we had a lot of fun together and strengthened our friendship amongst the future generation in sports accuracy – its what’s it all about…